2009 National Forensics Answer Sheet

Station #

________

School ____________KEY___________________________ Code ______________
Detective 1 (please [print) _________________________________________________
Detective 2 please [print) _________________________________________________

Total Points
# of points from page 2
# of points from page 3
# of points from page 4
# of points from page 5
# of points from page 7
# of points from page 8

300
66
31
33
37
31
32

Subtotal Points
Essay Points

70

Subtotal Points
Clean-up Deduction
Subtotal Points
Tie-Breaker Points
Total Points
Rank
Container #
Contents
Density Refractive Index
1
Corn Oil
.717
1.47
2
46% Isopropyl Alcohol
.950
1.36
3
Distilled Water
1
1.33
4
10% NaCl
1.07
1.52
5
25% NaCl
1.19
1.67
6
Saturated NaCl
1.25
1.81

Answer Sheet
Id of powder 1 found at crime scene

4

1

1

2

2

3

Buns, crystal, negative
Benedicts, negative Iodine

On what basis did you make the ID?

2

4

CaCO3 + 2HCl  H2O
+ CO2 + CaCl2

Write the Balanced chemical reaction for calcium carbonate + HCl

4

5

Id of powder 2 found at crime scene

1

6

Boric Acid (H BO )
_No one______

2
2

7
8

Green Flame, Acid pH

4
1

9
10

Sodium Chloride (NaCl)

On what basis did you make the ID?
Write the balanced chemical reaction for Ammonium Chloride and
Benedicts. Solution ( CuSO4 +NaOH)
Id of powder 3 found at crime scene
Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?

2

11

Yellow flame, Cubic
crystal, neutral pH

On what basis did you make the ID?

2

12

Na2CO3+2HCl
2NaCl+H2O+CO2

Write the balanced chemical equation for Sodium Carbonate + HCl

4

13

Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate,
Sodium Bicarbonate (NaHCO3)

Id of powder 4 found at crime scene

1

14

_No one______

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?

2

15

On what basis did you make the ID?

2

16

Yellow flame, fizzes w/HCl,
pH~8
NaHCO3+2HCl
2NaCl+H2O+CO2

4

17

Calcium Sulfate, or
Gypsum (CaSO4)

Id of powder 5 found on Bernie Boyle

2

18

Doesn’t Burn-react w/HCl,
Iodine, Lumpy Powder

On what basis did you make the ID?

4

19

Glucose (C6H12O6)

Id of powder 6 found on Gerry Gray

2
4
2

20
21
22

Positive Benedicts Test
On what basis did you make the ID?
Potassium Chloride (KCl) Id of powder 7 found on Jim Jenson
On what basis did you make the ID?
Purple Flame

4

23

Cornstarch

Id of powder 8 found on Shawn Shoemaker

2

24

Turns Blue/Black
w/Iodine

On what basis did you make the ID?

1

25

Polymethyl-methacrylate

Id of Plastic 1 found at the scene

1

26

1
1

27
28

1

29

1

30

Sucrose (C12H22O11)
_No one______

3

3

4NH4Cl+CuSO4+4NaOH
Cu(NH3)4SO4+4H2O+4NaCl

_No one______

PMMA
_No one______
CH3 - [-CCH2-] - C=O –O-CH3

Addition
D~1.16 g/ml
Poly vinyl chloride

PVC #3

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?

Write the balance chemical equation for Sodium bicarbonate + HCl

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?
What is the chemical formula of the Monomer of this plastic
This plastic forms from what type of polymerization?
On what basis did you make this ID?
Id of Plastic 2 found at the scene

1

31

_No one______

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?

1

32

[-CHCH2-]N
|
Cl

What is the chemical formula of the Monomer of this plastic

1

33

This plastic forms from what type of polymerization?

1

34

Addition
Green Flame

1

35

Polyethylene terephlate

Id of Plastic 3 Found at the scene

1

36

_No one______

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?

1
1

37
38

[-CO-C6H6-CO-OCH2CH20-]N

What is the chemical formula of the Monomer of this plastic
This plastic forms from what type of polymerization?

1

39

D~1.37 g/ml shrivels

1

40

High Density Polyethylene
HDPE (#2)

Id of Plastic 4 Found at the scene

1

41

_No one______

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?

1

42

What is the chemical formula of the Monomer of this plastic

1

43

_ [-CH2CH2-]N __

1

44

1
1

45
46

1

47

1

48

1

49

1

50

1

51

1

52

1

PETE (#1)

Condensation

On what basis did you make this ID?

On what basis did you make this ID?

w/heat

Addition
D~.95 g/ml

This plastic forms from what type of polymerization?

Polystyrene (#5)PS

Id of Plastic 5 Found at the scene
Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?

_No one______
[ -CHCH2-]N
|
C 6H 6

On what basis did you make this ID?

What is the chemical formula of the Monomer of this plastic

Addition
D~1.05 g/ml
Cat_____
_No one______
Cat Hair all over

This plastic forms from what type of polymerization?

53

Small diameter, palm tree
type cuticle

On what basis did you make this ID?

1

54

Type of hair 2 found at the scene

1

55

_Human
_No one______

1
1

56
57

No One has Gray Hair

Reason this piece of evidence implicates this suspect
On what basis did you make this ID?

1

58

Type of hair 3 found at the scene

1

59

1

60

Cat_____
_No one______
Cat Hair all over

1

61

Small diameter, palm tree
type cuticle

On what basis did you make this ID?

large diameter,
cuticle/microscope

On what basis did you make this ID?
Type of hair 1 found at the scene
Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?
Reason this piece of evidence implicates this suspect

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?
Reason this piece of evidence implicates this suspect

1

62

Cat_____
_No one______
Cat Hair all over

Type of hair 4 found at the scene

1

63

1

64

1

65

Small diameter, palm tree
type cuticle

On what basis did you make this ID?

1

66

The inner part of the hair shaft is called the?

1

67

1

68

1

69

1

70

1

71

_Medulla__
_Cortex___
_Cuticle_
__Cotton__
__ No one__
Everyone wore_

1

72

Short fibers, burns-burn paper
smell

On what basis did you make this ID?

1

73

Type of fiber 2 found at the scene

1

74

1

75

__Polyester_
__ No one__
No one wore_

1

76

Long fibers, that melt, smells
sweet

On what basis did you make this ID?

1

77

Type of fiber 3 found at the scene

1

78

1

79

_Nylon____
_No one______
No one wore_

1
1

80
81

Long fibers, melt-celery smell

On what basis did you make this ID?
Type of fiber 4 found at the scene

1

82

1

83

1

84

Long fibers, burns-grass burn
smell

On what basis did you make this ID?

1

85

RF of fastest moving molecule in the Papermate pen?

1

86

1

87

1

88

1

89

1

90

1

91

1

92

2

93

_~.85 (.8-.9)__
_____3___
____0________
____1________
____0________
____1________
_~.42 (.3-.5)_
____1________
_No one______

__Linen___
_No one______
No one wore_

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?
Reason this piece of evidence implicates this suspect

The middle part of the hair shaft is called?
The outer part of the hair shaft is called?
Type of fiber 1 found at the scene
Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?
Reason this piece of evidence implicates this suspect

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?
Reason this piece of evidence implicates this suspect

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?
Reason this piece of evidence implicates this suspect

Which suspect (if any) does this piece of evidence Implicate?
Reason this piece of evidence implicates this suspect

How many different sized molecules did the Papermate Pen have?
RF of fastest moving molecule in the Easy Touch pen?
How many different sized molecules did the Easy Touch Pen have?
RF of fastest moving molecule in the Vision pen?
How many different sized molecules did the Vision Pen have?
RF of fastest moving molecule in the G2 pen?
How many different sized molecules did the G2 Pen have?
Which suspect’s pen most likely was used to write the shopping list?

1

94

1

95

1

96

1

97

1

98

_~.91 (.85-.97)_

1

99

_____2___

How many different sized molecules did the Cherry juice have?

1

100

~.78 (.7-.85)

RF of fastest moving molecule in Orange Juice?

1

101

___2_____

How many different sized molecules did the Orange Juice have?

2

102

Which suspect’s juice was spilled at the crime scene?

1

103

1

104

1

105

1

106

1

107

1

108

1

109

1

110

1

111

1

112

1

113

1

114

2

115

_No one______
~.9 (.85-.95)
____3________
___Yes______
~.9 (.85-.95)
____3________
___Yes______
~.9 (.85-.95)
____3________
___Yes______
~.9 (.85-.95)
____3________
___Yes______
_No one______

2

116 Rate of Flow or Retention

What does RF stand for?

2

117

_14 g/mole

2

118

175 g/mole

2

119

129 g/mole

3

120

_No one______

2

121

Using the mass spec on the Crime Scene page, what is the weight of
the smallest piece of the molecule?
Using the mass spec on the Crime Scene page, what is the molecular
weight of the molecule?
Using the mass spec on the Crime Scene page, what is the molecular
weight of the most abundant piece(s)?
Using the mass spec on the Crime Scene page, who does this piece
of evidence implicate?
The fingerprint 1 found at the scene is what type?

_~.48 (.4-5.5)_
____1________
_~.92 (.85-.97)_
____1________

Factor

__Loop_________

RF of fastest moving molecule in Tropical Punch Juice?
How many different sized molecules did the Tropical Punch Juice
have?
RF of fastest moving molecule in Mad Scientist Raspberry Juice?
How many different sized molecules did Mad Scientist Raspberry
have?
RF of fastest moving molecule in Cherry Juice?

Using TLC RF of fastest moving molecule in paint #B1?
How many different sized molecules did paint #B1 have?
Did paint #B1 have any fluorescent property?
Using TLC RF of fastest moving molecule in paint #B2?
How many different sized molecules did paint #B2?
Did paint #B2 have any fluorescent property?
Using TLC RF of fastest moving molecule in paint #B3?
How many different sized molecules did paint #B3 have?
Did paint #B3 have any fluorescent property?
Using TLC RF of fastest moving molecule in paint #B4?
How many different sized molecules did paint #B4 have?
Did paint #B4 have any fluorescent properties?
Which suspect’s paint was left at the crime scene?

Fingerprint 2
Fingerprint 1

Ridge Dot

Ridge Ending

Fingerprint 3
Bifurcations

Bernie Boyle’s Fingerprints

Gerry Gray’s Fingerprints

Jim Jenson’s Fingerprints

Shawn Shoemaker’s Fingerprints

1

122

1

123

2

124

1

125

1

126

2

127

1

128

1

129

1

130

1

131 Superglue fuming

1

132

Superglue reacts with the amino
acids left behind

1

133

Dusting (S.P.R)

1

1

134 Fatty Acids/Lipid
reaction
135 Iodine Fuming or
Ninhydrin
136 Iodine reacts with oils/fats

1

137

__10(8-16)__

1

138

1

139

1

140

1

141

___~150____
___~5%______
___~70%_____
__~25%_____

1

142

Automated Fingerprint
Identification System

What does AFIS stand for?

1

143

Is the blood from sample 1 human, mammal, bird, fish, or reptile?

1

144

Mammal
Human

1

145 No nucleus in Red Blood
Cells
146 ____2________

1

1

_No one______
(see fingerprint)
Whorl
_No one______
(see fingerprint)
Arch
_No one______
(see fingerprint)
amount and location of the fat
pads called volmer pads

Ninhydrin reacts with amino acids

1

147

1

148

1

149

1

150

___O_______
_No one______
Protein_
_No one______

Which suspect (if any) does the fingerprint belong to?
On the fingerprint found at the scene and on the matching suspect
print (if any) mark a ridge dot
The fingerprint 2 found at the scene is what type?
Which suspect (if any) does the fingerprint belong to?
On the fingerprint found at the scene and on the matching suspect
print (if any) mark a matching ridge ending.
The fingerprint 3 found at the scene is what type?
Which suspect (if any) does the fingerprint belong to?
On the fingerprint found at the scene and on the matching suspect
print (if any) mark a bifurcation.
What causes the fingerprint ridge patterns?
What type of fingerprint lifting would have been best to use for the
fingerprint from the cage?
What is the chemical basis of this type of lifting?
What type of fingerprint lifting would have been best to use for the
fingerprint from the table?
What is the chemical basis of this type of lifting?
What type of fingerprint lifting would have been best to use for the
fingerprint from shopping list?
What is the chemical basis of this type of lifting?
How many places of matching must be found before a positive ID is
made?
About how many ridges does the average adult have?
What percentage of the population has arch fingerprints?
What percentage of the population has loop fingerprints?
What percentage of the population has whorl fingerprints?

Is the blood from sample 2 human, mammal, bird, fish, or reptile?
List one feature of blood that is unique to humans
On which blood sample (1 or 2) are you going to compare the
DNA & do the ABO testing?
What is the blood type of the blood?
Who does it implicate?
What type of molecule is being tested for in ABO blood testing?
Whose DNA was at the Scene?

1

151

1

152

1

153

1

154

1

155

1

156

1

157

1

158

1

159

1

160

Only A & T fit together and C &
G fit together.

What property of the nucleotides makes DNA replication possible?

1

161

_~1.47_

1

162

_No one______
_No one______

What is the approximate refractive index of the glass found at the
scene?
Who does this implicate?

20 163
70 164

_Left___
_PCR_____
__denaturing
_annealing_
_synthesizing__
_temperature__
DNA Polymerase or
Taq Polymerase
Adenosine, Thymine, Cytosine, &
Guanine

Deoxyribonucleic Acid

On which end (left or right) of the crime scene DNA chromatogram
are the smaller DNA Fragments located?
How is enough DNA to do DNA analysis obtained from the little bit
of DNA found at a crime scene?
What is the first step in this process?
What is the second step in this process?
What is the third step in the process?
What is controlled to switch between the various processes above?
What is the name of the enzyme used in this process?
Name the four nucleotides that are found in DNA
What does DNA stand for?

Most likely Suspect
Present your analysis of the crime.(Use page backs if necessary)

The powders found at the scene do not match any of the powders found on the suspects
(1). This would suggest that the suspects did not drop any of the powders at the scene (2), nor
did they pick up any of the powders at the scene, if they were there(3).
This was a Cat show so it is natural that there would be a lot of cat hair all over
everywhere (4). All of the people were at the cat show and so it would be natural that they
would have cat hair on them (5). None of the people had gray hair so the human hair found by
the cage does not implicate any of the suspects (6). Everyone was wearing cotton, so this does
not implicate any one person (7). None of the suspects was wearing linen (8), polyester (9), or
nylon (10), so these fibers do not implicate any of the suspects. (11). None of the plastics
found at the scene were found on any of the suspects (12).
The pen that wrote the shopping list was not found on any of the suspects (13). The
juice spilled at the crime scene did not match the juices any of the suspects were drinking

(14). The mass spec of the clear liquid found at the crime scene did not match the mass specs
of any of the substances found on any of the suspects (15).
None of the fingerprints found at the crime scene matched the fingerprints of any of
the suspects (16). The suspect may have worn gloves (17). The fingerprints could have been
from people who came to see the show (18). The glass most closely matches common glass
(19). None of the suspects had any pieces of common glass on them (20).
The shopping list may not have had anything to do with the crime at all (21). The first
blood sample was from a mammal other than human (22), most likely cat (23). The second
blood sample was human (24). The DNA from a non-human mammal will have some similar
characteristics to a human (25), but since the PCR method only replicates certain segments of
the DNA that are most distinguishing in humans (26), you would not expect the DNA of a
non-human mammal to be anything like a human (27). Nor can you do ABO protein blood
typing on a non-human mammal (28) since these are uniquely human proteins (29). The DNA
does not match any of the suspects (30). The ABO blood typing shows O blood (31) and none
of the suspects had O blood. (32).
There is no evidence that any of the initial suspects had anything to do with Jack’s
disappearance (33). All of the evidence is totally circumstantial (34). It will be necessary to
get more evidence &/or more suspects (35) to solve this crime.

Rubric-2 points for each numbered point in scenario

